Consider it done.

Today’s “best price” for fuel
may cost more than you think.
If you regularly buy fuel at daily low rack prices, you are speculating in the
energy market. By betting prices will go down and stay down, you save
money today, but what about tomorrow or the end of the year?
Price Risk Management for your business offers real advantages in any
fuel price environment. A powerful procurement strategy, let our fuel
market experts show you how a customized solution can help improve
cash flow and offer greater control over your fuel budget spend.
It costs nothing to find out.

Reduce impact of price spikes.
Add stability to fuel supply.
Bid jobs based on real figures.
To explore Price Risk Management options for your business, contact
800-929-5243
wfscorp.com

“I just like knowing
the price of that fuel
as it’s coming
on to my lot.”
Regional Towing Wrecker Services
Chesapeake VA

Our process is
dynamic and
collaborative

Build
Consensus

Benchmark
Risk
Analyze
Market

First, we work with you to determine the
most effective price risk management
or hedging strategy for your company’s
business, culture, risk profile and
financial goals.

Evaluate
Success

From there we execute the program,
offering the kind of support, tools and
guidance necessary for the success of
your customized program … at every
step of the way.

Develop
Strategy

Monitor
Performance

Ask about our 5-point Price Risk Management
Solution Worksheet

Tools include:

Fixed
Price

Market
Index Pricing

NYMEX
triggers

Provides a
known firm
fixed price
for a certain
period of
time tied
to an exact
quantity
agreement.

Takes advantage
of market
conditions with
guaranteed
supply versus
purchasing
product on the
open market.
Contracts are
available using
a variety of
indices (OPIS,
NYMEX, Platts,
Argus).

Offers a fixed
differential
over the
course of
a delivery
schedule
with the
option to
place “limit”
and/or “stop”
orders for
specified
price targets.

Index
Discount
with Floor
(OPIS, NYMEX,
Platts) - Floats
with the market
offering a
discount on a
contract index
until a predetermined
floor price is
reached (subject
to market
conditions and
availability).

Price Caps
(call options)

DOE
Index

Provides a
“cap” against
rising fuel
prices as well
as benefits
when fuel
prices
decline.

Protection
from
exposure to
rising fuel
surcharges
by allowing
for a fix or
a cap on
a freight
provider’s
fuel
surcharge.

For more information in the Pacific Northwest contact:
World Fuel Services at 800-929-5243

World Fuel Services is a global energy leader and Fortune 100 company offering procurement, optimization, and logistics solutions for
more than 180 different fuel and energy products. We support customers in more than 200 countries and territories around the world.

